Michelle McCoy Photography
Specialist in child and family portraiture

Dear Parent/Carer
You may remember I took the photographs of KSTD’s last show “Once Upon A Dream” or you may
have seen the photographs/photo book displayed at Webster Hall. I still notice the pupils looking
through them and pointing out their involvement in the show, a fabulous reminder of the amazing
experience they had.
This year I will be doing the photography for the “Timeless” show in March during the Saturday dress
rehearsal at the Town Hall and backstage on Saturday evening. I will again strive to capture the
spirit of the show and the backstage atmosphere. I will try my best to capture every performer
involved in the show (believe me this is quite tricky with the speed of dance) either in the group or
as individuals.
It is likely that I will select the best 20-30 photographs per dance to preserve a memory of each
performance. The backstage is of course less formal and quite fun, showing the camaraderie
between performers and the brilliant atmosphere.
Although taking, selecting and editing the photographs of the show will be very hard work, I am
offering my services to KSTD free of charge as do many of the people pulling together to make these
performances so special and to contribute towards MacMillan Cancer Support. Afterwards I will be
selling these photographs on a computer readable DVD to cover some of my costs. Pricing the
photographs is very difficult and I understand that some children are only performing in one dance,
whereas others are in many more.
I would prefer to sell the photographs together as a complete record of the show for a single flat
price. This is simpler for all concerned and will give your child a memory of the whole event and all
their friends, as well as their own place in it. However, after discussing with Kirsty, I am offering a
price for those who only want the photographs of the one dance that their child is involved in. Also,
for those who do not have a DVD drive I can provide photographs on a USB stick instead of DVD, for
an extra charge of £3.
Price List
 £15
 £8
 £5
 £3

DVD of photographs of the whole show and backstage
DVD of photographs of one dance of your choice plus finale/s and backstage
DVD of photographs of one dance of your choice
Extra charge for photographs on USB stick instead of DVD

Please be assured that these prices are a very small fraction of the costs typical for a professional
photography business, even my own.
If you need to chat to me, I am at Webster Hall quite often while my daughter is dancing or you can
contact me on 07866 871298 or email ml_mccoy@hotmail.com.
Michelle
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